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Abstract

As organizations increasingly emphasize effective collaborative working through networked systems, the World Wide Web (WWW) server and associated intranet technologies are gaining wider acceptance as a new enterprise-wide information systems paradigm. In an intranet collaborative working environment, data used in the web server are usually modified more frequently than are those used in a traditional internet web server. Thus, to support synchronous collaboration without causing any inconsistency among multiple concurrent users, the intranet web server must provide users with synchronized and consistent views of shared data. However, current web technologies have limitations in supporting this, largely because the existing Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is unidirectional and does not allow web servers to send messages to their web browsers without first receiving requests from them. This paper proposes a web-based change management framework that can overcome such limitations and support synchronous collaboration in an intranet computing environment. The web-based change management framework facilitates management of dependency relationships between shared
data in the web server and dependent user views in the client web browser and allows the web server to actively propagate changing details of the shared objects to all users referencing them. On the basis of the change management framework, we propose a dynamic web server that can support synchronous collaboration in various intranet-based collaborative systems including concurrent engineering design systems and electronic approval systems. The prototype system of the dynamic web server is developed on a commercial Object-oriented Database Management System (ODBMS) called OBJECTSTORE using the C++ programming language.
1. Introduction

Recently, designers and builders of traditional information systems agree unanimously on the benefits of the intranet founded on the exploding World Wide Web (WWW) and mature internet technologies [3, 14, 15, 29, 37, 39]. Using web technologies, they can enjoy the independence of operating systems as well as openness in network protocols in constructing web-based information systems. Convenient Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) [1] also contributes to fast and easy implementation of web-based applications and to seamless incorporation of the existing information systems with intranet environments. Due to the availability and cost-effectiveness of diverse internet technologies, organizations increasingly plan to convert the traditional collaborative systems such as concurrent engineering design, electronic approval, and electronic conferencing systems to intranet computing environments [6, 35]. Such web-based collaborative systems aims at helping group users to perform tasks individually in an intranet environment while achieving enhanced productivity in group work by facilitating information sharing of whole tasks. Since group users can modify the shared information concurrently in these systems, and the change may immediately affect the tasks that other users are engaged in, support for synchronous collaboration is continuously emphasized as the case in the traditional collaborative systems [15, 20, 25, 27].

In traditional collaborative systems, synchronicity has been implemented through local area network technologies and thus, group users can communicate with one another as if they have the face-to-face meeting, and concurrently modify different parts of the shared objects and be immediately aware of others’ modifications through synchronized and consistent views of the shared objects [5, 7, 16, 17, 20]. However, current web technologies have limitations in supporting synchronicity, largely because the existing Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is unidirectional and does not allow the web servers to actively send messages to their web browsers without receiving requests in advance from them. Such restrictions in current web technologies make it very difficult to support synchronous collaboration in developing web-based
collaborative systems. Though not directly related to synchronous collaboration, two approaches can be referenced for providing bilateral communications in the web technologies. The first approach uses server-based communication program on the basis of widely-used standards such as X window systems or the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) [11, 37] in which a client system visualizes shared objects as directed by the server system [24]. In this approach, since server system controls every operations including concurrent modifications, change notifications, and provision of synchronized views for the client system, the client system does not need any additional program to support synchronicity other than a web browser. Limitations of this approach include restrictive enforcement of an identical communication protocol such as X protocol on both client and server systems and potential overhead burden on the server, which are often unacceptable in a heterogeneous computing environment of the intranet. The second approach adopts additional communication programs in both the client and server systems to facilitate a specialized communication service such as real-time audio/video data transfer in video-on-demand systems or real-time production status supervision in manufacturing systems [9, 37]. In this approach, the server system maintains a server communication program (e.g., real-time audio broadcasting program) that enables the server to actively send messages to the client side without. In this capacity, to create a synchronous task session, the web browser starts the client communication program and a corresponding bi-directional communication channel is assigned between the client and server for subsequent data transfer. Despite the support of bi-directional communication on the web technology, this approach has limitations in supporting synchronous collaboration in the intranet environment due to the lack of the change management functions including dependency management and change notification. In this sense, the two approaches are only partially successful in supporting synchronous communication between web server and client systems, but are not yet satisfactory in presenting a framework how to support the change management functionalities in the intranet-based collaborative systems.

To overcome these problems, in this paper, we propose a web-based change management framework for facilitating synchronous collaboration in the intranet environments, and present a
dynamic web server employing the proposed framework. In the framework, we specifically address the following three issues: (1) How can intranet-based collaborative systems manage concurrent users accessing shared objects in terms of dependency management as well as security control? (2) When a shared object under a collaborative system is changed, how can the system facilitate immediate change notification to all users viewing it with their web browsers? (3) How can such a change management framework be implemented in the existing web-based collaborative systems without requiring any modification on the web server and browser programs? In addressing these questions, our work focuses on the development of a dependency management mechanism and a change notification mechanism in the intranet environments. In developing the framework, we adopt an object-oriented database model [18] and an agent approach [10, 27, 36] to effectively conceptualize the core constructs and mechanisms constituting the framework. On the basis of the change management framework, we present a dynamic web server that can be incorporated into various intranet-based collaborative systems as an underlying platform supporting synchronous collaboration. The dynamic web server is implemented on a commercial Object-oriented Database Management System (ODBMS) called OBJECTSTORE [18] using the C++ programming language [32] and under the Windows NT operating system [13]. To show the wide applicability of the dynamic web server, its use are further discussed in two collaborative systems including concurrent engineering design systems and electronic approval systems.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, core concepts of the change management framework are described and extended to propose a web-based change management framework that can be applied to collaborative systems in the intranet environments. In Section 3, we present the dynamic web server as a generic change management component for web-based collaborative systems and show the detailed procedures of dependency management and change notification mechanisms on the basis of current web technologies. In Section 4, applications of the dynamic web server to two collaborative systems including concurrent engineering design systems and electronic approval systems are discussed to show wide
applicability of the framework. In Section 5, we summarize our work and provide research contributions.

2. Web-Based Change Management Framework

In this section, we describe core constructs of the change management framework and introduce new constructs to extend the dependency maintenance and change notification mechanisms in the intranet environments.

2.1. Core Constructs of the Change Management Framework

For management of dependency relationship and change notification, several approaches have been proposed in traditional distributed or collaborative systems including Model-View-Controller (MVC) framework [12, 30], Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) system [33, 38], and change management framework [16]. Among them, the change management framework is specifically adopted as a basis of our framework since it is more flexible and has wide applicability to collaborative systems. It can support both transient and persistent shared objects as well as multiple concurrent users in a client-server computing environment, which can be easily extended to an intranet computing environment.

Change management needs in traditional collaborative systems usually arise between shared objects and their dependent user views. To adopt the two in a generalized way, the change management framework uses two primary structural constructs: supporter and dependent. A supporter is an object to be referenced and modified as a basic shared source, ranging from textual documents to multimedia data. It is transient in memory or persistent in databases. A dependent is an object that provides a visual representation of the supporter or determines the precise fashion in which the supporter is to be manifested. Each dependent in a user’s computer is created within a process that runs as a single program. As a dependent successfully references a supporter, a dependency relationship is established between the two.
Figure 1 exemplifies these constructs in an engineering design environment. On the left-hand side of Figure 1, the tree data structure configuring a bicycle is a supporter as a shared object. On the right-hand side, several representations of the tree structure exemplify different users' views of the same supporter: a product view with a graphic of a bicycle at the top, an indented textual list view in the middle, and a cost management accounting view calculating the overall cost of the product's components at the bottom. These three views become the dependents of the tree structure supporter. Considering that the three views can be maintained in multiple processes, the supporter will have three dependency relationships.

![Diagram of a bicycle with its components and associated costs.](image)

Figure 1. A Supporter and Dependents in an Engineering Design.

Shared objects are apt to be changed dynamically and irregularly during workgroup computing sessions. Therefore, integrity within the dependency relationship is important for securing consistency. This ensures that dependent user views remain synchronized with the current status of the supporter.

In such capacity, the change management framework provides the mechanisms to maintain the dependency relationship as well as synchronicity. Specifically, it provides a dependency...
management mechanism and a change notification mechanism. The former primarily maintains dependency relationships, while the latter preserves integrity within dependency relationships. The dependency management mechanism uses a dependent dictionary, which is a data structure representing dependency relationships among multiple dependents and supporters. In addition, the change notification mechanism ensures that the dependents consistently mirror the current valid image of the supporters by continuously reflecting changes made to it. When a supporter is changed, the change notification mechanism is activated by broadcasting its corresponding update requests to the dependent sets of the supporter.

In the following section, we extend the traditional constructs of the change management framework into the intranet computing environment.

2.2. New Constructs of the Web-Based Change Management Framework

Figure 2 shows an example of a web-based collaborative system that consists of a server and three client systems that are distributed in different systems over the computer network. We assume that each client is used by one user (U1, U2, or U3) and displays one or more web browser windows (W1, W2, to W5). In Figure 2, S1, S2, and S3 are the supporters residing at the transient or persistent storage of the server, while the client web browser windows are their dependents that display HTML documents containing the supporters.

In web-based collaborative systems, supporters can be categorized into two classes, depending on whether they can be accessed in public or not. Public supporters are owned and accessed as collaborative tasks by the workgroup in the intranet. Since members of the workgroup want to interact closely with one another to achieve a common goal in a given project time frame, they usually access or modify the same public supporter in a synchronous manner. Thus, public supporters are highly shared by members but are protected from non-members. The engineering design supporter in Figure 1 is a typical example of a public supporter. In contrast, workflow applications such as electronic approval systems or order processing systems allow individual members to have their own local information, such as personal information folders or
private to-do lists. **Private supporters** are individually owned by each member instead of the workgroup, and accommodate such private local folders as a part of communication channels that are loosely coupled among the members. In these loosely coupled applications, only the owner member can read arriving electronic messages or new tasks in the private supporter, while both owner and non-owner members can change the contents of the private supporter by sending electronic messages or assigning tasks. In Figure 2, such private supporters are denoted as PS1, PS2, and PS3. We term public supporter as supporter as a short name, as opposed to private supporters.

Since supporters can be accessed and updated by various types of users who have different access authorities, a user-level security policy needs to be additionally considered to control access to the supporters. Thus, as a construct to ensure user-level security, we define a security relationship and a security dependent dictionary that manages the security relationship.

- **A security relationship** specifies the access right relationship between a supporter and a
user to allow the authorized user to access and make changes to the supporter. It provides a simplistic uni-level security schema where individual workgroup users are assigned with a limited set of rights. For each supporter, users can have three types of access rights: Read Write (RW), Read Only (RO), and Write Only (WO). For instance, the Read Write right allows the user to both read and write the supporter while the Read Only right only allows to read the supporter. Thus, when a new supporter is to be added, the security relationship needs to be established in advance to prescribe the access relationship among the supporter and the authorized users. Conversely, when the supporter is no longer used, all corresponding security relationships need to be removed. Depending on the security requirements of the collaborative system, more sophisticated security system can be implemented [22, 31, 34] in the security relationship.

- A **security dependent dictionary** is a data dictionary to manage security relationships. When a security relationship is established, it is inserted into the security dependent dictionary, which specifies the composition of a supporter, an authorized user, and the user’s access right. As shown in Figure 2, the content of the security dependent dictionary can be represented by a matrix with columns and rows representing the users and supporters respectively, and each matrix entry denoting access rights. Every empty matrix entry implies that the user in the corresponding column has no access right on the supporter in the corresponding row. When collaborative computing environments are changed with respect to users’ access rights, task roles, or working sequences on the supporters, security relationships in the security dependent dictionary should be revised accordingly.

Next, to support concurrency control with shared objects or multiple users, we define an active relationship between a supporter and a dependent, which is dynamically added and removed depending on the user’s creation of dependents with respect to the supporter.

- An **active relationship** is a dependency relationship between a supporter and a dependent currently referencing the supporter. When a dependent starts to reference a supporter, a
corresponding active relationship is established. When the dependent switches to another supporter or is removed, the active relationship needs to be removed immediately. Due to the user-level security policy, a dependent can reference only these accessible supporters that are allowed in the security relationships. In Figure 2, the active relationship between supporter S1 and dependent W1 shows that user U1 using dependent W1 already has the access right (either RO or RW) in the security relationship with supporter S1.

To manage the active relationships systematically, we also introduce an active dependent dictionary.

- An active dependent dictionary is a data dictionary to manage active relationships. When an active relationship is established, it is inserted into the active dependent dictionary to register the relationship between a supporter and a dependent. When registered, the network channel associated with the dependent is additionally inserted in the dictionary to help locate the dependent in the network. When the dependent is removed or accesses another supporter, the active relationship is immediately removed from the active dependent dictionary. In Figure 2, the content of the active dependent dictionary is represented by a table. In the table, the first column represents active supporters being used by the dependents while the second column of the table displays the current dependents which reference the individual supporters. Over the collaborative computing sessions, the contents of the active dependent dictionary tend to be changed much more frequently than those of the security dependent dictionary. To ensure robustness and efficiency of these dictionaries, the ODBMS-based dictionary tool is adopted [16, 18].

Using the security and active relationships implemented on the dictionaries, we can provide the dependency maintenance and the change notification mechanisms in the intranet environment. To facilitate such mechanisms, a notification agent is introduced as an intermediary between a server and its client systems. The notification agent has two main responsibilities: managing the active dependent dictionary and broadcasting the change notification messages generated by the
server to relevant dependents. First, regarding the management of the active dependent dictionary, when a dependent accesses a supporter, the notification agent adds the active relationship with the associated network channel between the supporter and the dependent into the active dependent dictionary. The notification agent also removes the active relationship if the dependent is removed and the corresponding network channel is disconnected.

Second, in terms of message broadcasting, when a workgroup member modifies a supporter, the server sends the change notification message associated with the supporter to the notification agent. The notification agent then looks up the active dependent dictionary and identifies the current dependents of the supporter and broadcasts the change notification message to the dependents. This is a contrasting advantage over the traditional web server, since the traditional one does not have any means to keep track of the dependent web browsers that are currently referencing the server. Besides, location transparency is achieved in broadcasting change messages to relevant client systems. When a client makes a change to a supporter, the server storing the supporter is not required to know which client systems it has to notify of the change. All it has to do is to send the notification agent a change notification message with the identity of a modified supporter. Once the message is delivered, the notification agent takes all responsibility of broadcasting the change notification message to adequate dependents.

3. The Structure of the Dynamic Web Server

In this section, we present a dynamic web server that incorporates the web-based change management framework and serves as an underlying platform in making web-based collaborative systems. We first describe system components of the dynamic web server, and second detail the dependency management procedure and the change notification procedure in the dynamic web server.
3.1. System Components of the Dynamic Web Server

The dynamic web server is composed of three units: a web service unit, a data management unit, and a notification broadcasting unit as shown in Figure 3. These units may either reside in a machine or be distributed in different machines. A **web service unit** consists of a web server process and CGI applications. The web server process interacts with the individual user’s web browser and accepts external HTTP requests from the browser. When it receives a HTTP request to access a supporter, the web server process invokes and gets results from relevant CGI applications, which perform access or modification on the supporter. A **data management unit** is comprised of a database system handling both persistent storage and transaction management, and server processes managing the security dependent dictionary. The processes also take charge of notifying operation to the notification agent of the changes made to supporters. Lastly, a **notification broadcasting unit** consists of a notification agent and an active dependent dictionary. The notification agent maintains the active dependent dictionary and broadcasts change notification messages issued by the data management unit to adequate dependents.
As contrasted with the three units of the dynamic web server, the client side needs only one additional communication agent, a delegate agent. The delegate agent is dynamically added and removed from a client web browser since it is implemented as a JAVA applet [4] that is usually transferred from the server upon being invoked by the client. The primary task of the delegate agent is to enable the server units to initiate communication to the client. More precisely, when a client web browser requests the web service unit to send an HTML document containing a supporter, the service unit sends the client not only the HTML document but also the delegate agent. After arriving at the client web browser, the delegate agent performs two tasks:

registration of an active relationship into the active dependent dictionary and reception of change notification messages from the notification agent. Firstly, the active relationship is registered as follows. Right after arriving at the client browser, the delegate agent attempts to establish a network channel with the notification agent for subsequent communication with the notification broadcasting unit. If the channel is successfully established, the delegate agent reports the new

Figure 3. System Components of the Dynamic Web Server.
active relationship between the supporter and the dependent (web browser) to the notification agent for registration of the relationship in the active dependent dictionary. By so doing, the server, i.e., notification broadcasting unit, is now equipped with a channel to recall and actively initiate communications with the client. Once the channel is established, the second task, reception of change notification messages, can be taken in the delegate agent. When the supporter is modified, the notification broadcasting unit can immediately initiate communication with the delegate agent through the established channel and let the delegate agent handle the change notification messages. In this way, the dynamic web server can not only receive requests from the client systems but also have an active means to access the client systems.

Consequently, the dynamic web server overcomes the unidirectional property of the existing HTTP and allows bi-directional communication between server and client. Moreover, the notification unit of the dynamic web server and the web browser equipped with the JAVA applet delegate agent provides strong software compatibility. Existing web server programs can be employed in the web service unit without requiring any modification, since the notification unit communicates with only data management unit and has no direct interaction with the web server process. Similarly, any JAVA-compatible web browser can be used as a client program since the server does not require any particular network protocols except plain TCP/IP.

3.2. Dependency Management

In Figure 4, we illustrate the detailed steps of the dependency management procedure in the dynamic web server by providing an event trace diagram describing the interactions between a client web browser and the three units in the dynamic web server. In the diagram, individual participating objects and events are represented respectively by a vertical line and a line of horizontal arrows from the sender object to the receiver object.
In Figure 4, we assume that both security and an active dependent dictionary are in place, and all network channels between the notification agent and delegate agents are successfully established. By typing a precise Uniform Resource Location (URL) or clicking a specific link, a user can access a supporter with his/her web browser. The web browser then sends a corresponding HTTP request to the web server process of the web service unit, and the web server process starts a CGI application that executes the following three steps to carry out the HTTP request.

1. First, referring to the security dependent dictionary of the data management unit, it checks the requesting user’s authority with which he/she could access the supporter. Second, if the user is allowed to access the supporter (RO or RW access right), the CGI application retrieves the supporter from the data management unit. If not, the application sends an error message to the user via the web server process and stops instantly.

2. Third, the application makes an HTML document containing the supporter and a delegate agent, which will be sent to the requesting user’s web browser via the web server process. On arriving at the web browser, the delegate agent generates a network channel over TCP/IP with the notification agent of the notification broadcasting unit. Then, to register the new active relationship between the supporter and the dependent (web browser window), it sends a message to the notification broadcasting unit.

Figure 4. An Event Trace Diagram for the Dependency Management Procedure.

HTTP request. First, referring to the security dependent dictionary of the data management unit, it checks the requesting user’s authority with which he/she could access the supporter. Second, if the user is allowed to access the supporter (RO or RW access right), the CGI application retrieves the supporter from the data management unit. If not, the application sends an error message to the user via the web server process and stops instantly. Third, the application makes an HTML document containing the supporter and a delegate agent, which will be sent to the requesting user’s web browser via the web server process. On arriving at the web browser, the delegate agent generates a network channel over TCP/IP with the notification agent of the notification broadcasting unit. Then, to register the new active relationship between the supporter and the dependent (web browser window), it sends a message to the notification broadcasting unit.
agent through the established network channel ⑦, and the network channel is made alive over the browsing session accessing the HTML document that contains the supporter. On receiving the message from the delegate agent, the notification agent adds the active relationship to the active dependent dictionary ⑧ and sends an acknowledgment message back to the delegate agent ⑩.

3.3. Change Notification

In Figure 5, we illustrate the steps of the change notification procedure in the dynamic web server using an event trace diagram. We also assume that some active relationships in the active dependent dictionary and network channels between the notification agent and delegate agents are already established.

When a user attempts to modify a supporter with his/her web browser ①, the web browser sends a corresponding HTTP request to the web server process of the web service unit ②. The web server process then starts a CGI application, carrying out the HTTP request ③. This CGI application executes the following three steps. First, it checks the requesting user’s authority with which he/she could make changes on the supporter ④. Second, if the user is allowed to make changes on the supporter (RW or WO access right) ⑤, the CGI application performs change operations for the supporter through the data management unit ⑥-1. Otherwise, the application sends an error message to the user via the web server process and stops instantly ⑥-2. Third, the application makes an HTML document containing the results of the change operations (e.g. changing details or system messages), which will be sent to the requesting user’s web browser via the web server process when the change operations are committed. Meanwhile, the data management unit sends a change notification message containing the identity of the changed supporter to the notification agent ⑦. Then, referring to the active dependent dictionary, the notification agent chooses the dependents currently accessing the changed supporter ⑧ and broadcasts the change notification message to them through existing network channels ⑩. Of course, each client side recipient of the change notification message is
the delegate agent residing in the dependent accessing the changed supporter.

4. Applications of the Dynamic Web Server to Collaborative Systems

In this section, we apply the dynamic web server to two typical intranet-based collaborative systems, concurrent engineering design systems and electronic approval systems. Though these collaborative systems are typical applications, their characteristics are different. To better understand the different characteristics of the two systems, we can compare them from several perspectives of collaborative systems such as content, time, process, and coupling in common tasks. In typical concurrent engineering design systems, members of an engineering design team divide the full drawing of a certain product into their several sub-drawings and bring it to completion by individually making the sub-drawings [2, 21, 28]. Due to the increasing need for rapid preparation of prototype product, they may work in a parallel but want to have synchronous collaboration. Thus, though handling sub-drawings individually, each member wants to be kept notified of other colleagues’ recent progresses before the completion of the work. In such a design system, coupling around the shared tasks is usually tight. Meanwhile, an electronic approval system is a kind of workflow system that helps to define, execute, coordinate, and
monitor the flow of approval tasks along a sequence of processes defined in an organization. Examples of the electronic approval system include order handling systems, credit checking systems, and tax return filing systems [8]. In such capacity, collaborative tasks are executed in a sequential manner, since a member in a department cannot carry out any task unless his/her preceding members complete and pass the task. For a task to be accomplished, individual members work in an asynchronous manner, and thus their coupling is rather loose. The comparison between the two is summarized in Table 1. We use these two different applications to show that our framework can be applied to diverse application domains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application System</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Coupling in Common Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concurrent Engineering Design Systems</td>
<td>Design Drawings</td>
<td>Synchronous</td>
<td>Parallel</td>
<td>Tightly Coupled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Approval Systems</td>
<td>Text, Charts, Graphs</td>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td>Loosely Coupled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Characteristics of Concurrent Engineering Design Systems and Electronic Approval Systems.

4.1. Concurrent Engineering Design Systems

To better support such individualized sub-drawing tasks and at the same time achieve higher workgroup productivity in full drawing, concurrent engineering design systems need to offer each member synchronized and consistent views of the sub-drawings that are being made by others [2, 21, 28]. Since the members usually access or modify the same drawings in a synchronous manner, the drawings are suitable to be stored in our framework as supporters. Suppose that the full drawing consists of four sub-drawings. Each sub-drawing is stored as an individual supporter (S1, S2, S3, or S4) in the data management unit of the dynamic web server and is assigned to one user (U1, U2, U3, or U4) for separate discretionary design work step. Table 2 shows the security dependent dictionary of this example. For instance, only user U1 can modify supporter
S1 (with the RW access right), whereas users U2, U3, and U4 can read it (with the RO access right). When U2 attempts to access S1 with the web browser, the CGI application handling read operation in the server validates U2's access right for S1 and provides U2's web browser with an HTML document containing S1 and a delegate agent. On arriving at the web browser, the delegate agent asks the notification agent of the notification broadcasting unit to register the established active relationship between S1 and U2's web browser window in the active dependent dictionary. Afterwards, when U1 attempts to modify S1, the CGI application handling modification first checks U1's access right for S1 and performs modification operations on S1. After these operations have been completed, the change notification described in Section 4 takes place. That is, the data management unit sends the change notification message concerning the change of S1 to the notification agent of the notification broadcasting unit. Then, with the help of the active dependent dictionary, the notification agent chooses the users currently accessing S1 and broadcasts the change notification message to them. On the client side, the delegate agent receives this message and informs the user of it. If U2 is still accessing S1, the user will recognize the change of S1 and get the recent image of S1 through the automatic update of the web browser window. By providing consistent design views in such a manner, the dynamic web server facilitates the construction of the concurrent engineering design systems, thereby enriching synchronous collaboration on intranet environments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>U1</th>
<th>U2</th>
<th>U3</th>
<th>U4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>RO</td>
<td>RO</td>
<td>RO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>RO</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td></td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>RO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td></td>
<td>RO</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Security Dependent Dictionary of the Concurrent Engineering Design System.
4.2. Electronic Approval Systems

Electronic approval systems usually support asynchronous collaboration among members who are involved in approval tasks in distributed environments. In such environments, it is frequently the case that an approval task does not start, even though all prerequisite tasks have been completed. If accumulated, such delay in the electronic approval system could result in a serious problem in the organization by making the organizational decision-making processes frequently delayed and long. To resolve this, electronic approval systems need to be able to immediately notify the members of newly arrived tasks, and to make the approval tasks move more timely. Such semi-synchronous collaboration is thus useful in electronic approval systems, although not seriously required as in the concurrent engineering design systems.

In defining the work sequence of the workflow, workflow systems including electronic approval systems can be represented by workflow maps specifying the structure of work procedures (i.e., predefined work steps and partial ordering of these steps) and activities constituting the bodies of the work steps [8]. If “order entry”, “credit checking”, “billing”, and “shipping” are work steps in the order processing system, then the work step “send out letter” may be an work step of these steps such as “order entry” and “billing”. A hypothetical workflow map for an electronic approval system is provided in Figure 6. The ellipse of Figure 6 exhibits a work step, and the number inside the ellipse represents the identity of the user responsible for the corresponding work step. A set of arrows and work steps represent a work procedure that can be the whole electronic approval system such as order processing system. The decision status of the individual work step is represented by a value (either ‘approved’ or ‘rejected’) associated with an arrow.
In Figure 6, the work step of user U6 receives a task that have been approved by user U4. Then, if U6 approves it, the task is passed to the next work steps of both U7 and U8. Otherwise, it redirects this task to the work step of user U5. As time goes by, tasks may be stacked for each work step. To manage such tasks accumulated in individual work steps, every work step in electronic approval systems has its own to-do list. The to-do list is private and only readable by the owner of the work step, but is modified by others who are allowed to assign new tasks to the work step. The to-do list can be compared with the shared drawing in the concurrent engineering design systems. Both are similar in that they become shared supporters. However, the shared drawing cannot be modified by others. Only the owner can modify the shared drawing, while others can read it. The to-do list can be adequately accommodated by the private supporter; only the owner can read arriving tasks in the private supporter, while both owner and non-owner members can change the contents of the private supporter by assigning tasks. This is specifically suitable in the intranet environments, since each member can access his/her own private supporter or modify other members’ private supporters to assign new tasks through the web browser.

Figure 6. A Workflow Map of the Electronic Approval System.
The decision-making process in Figure 6 involves eight members (U1 to U8). The corresponding to-do lists for individual members are respectively stored in private supporters (PS1 to PS8) in the data management unit of the dynamic web server. Table 3 shows the security dependent dictionary of the example illustrated in Figure 6. For instance, only user U4 can read his own to-do list by accessing the private supporter PS4 (due to RW access right) and perform subsequent task handling, whereas only users U2 and U5 can pass the task to U4, since they are allowed to modify PS4 (due to WO access right). In such capacity, the change notification mechanism can bring enhanced synchronicity to the task approval process. More precisely, when U2 or U5 passes a new approval task into U4’s to-do list, i.e., PS4, the data management unit sends a change notification message concerning the change made in PS4 to the notification agent of the notification broadcasting unit. The agent then refers the active dependent dictionary and checks whether U4 currently has a live session accessing PS4 or not. If U4 does, the notification agent sends the change notification message to U4. In response to this notification process on the server side, the client delegate agent on U4’s web browser receives this message and informs U4 of the change made in PS4. As such, the dynamic web server also enables the electronic approval system in the intranet environments to monitor the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>U1</th>
<th>U2</th>
<th>U3</th>
<th>U4</th>
<th>U5</th>
<th>U6</th>
<th>U7</th>
<th>U8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS1</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>WO</td>
<td>WO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS2</td>
<td>WO</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>WO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS3</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>WO</td>
<td>WO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS4</td>
<td>WO</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>WO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS5</td>
<td>WO</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>WO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS6</td>
<td>WO</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS7</td>
<td>WO</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS8</td>
<td>WO</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

flow of approval tasks and notify the users of the change of their own to-do lists. Such benefits of the dynamic web server would help electronic approval systems to reduce the task transition time between work steps and consequently contribute to decrease of the total time required to perform the decision-making process in the intranet environments.

5. Summary and Conclusions

In the intranet-based collaborative systems, synchronous collaboration is increasingly requested to achieve higher workgroup productivity as well as to reduce overall completion time for collaborative work. For synchronous collaboration in the intranet environment, dependency management with a certain security policy and change notification mechanisms are necessary. However, research on the intranet-based collaborative systems has not been yet satisfactory largely due to the lack of effective change management support and limitations of current web technologies such as unidirectional HTTP communication protocols. Having recognized the problems of existing intranet systems, we present a web-based change management framework and a dynamic web server that can serve as a generic underlying platform in making web-based collaborative systems which incorporates the proposed change management framework.

The web-based change management framework is to support the dependency mechanism and the change notification mechanisms between collaborative shared tasks and web browser user views. In providing the dependency management mechanism, our framework supports a user-level security policy to prevent unauthorized access to the supporters. It also manages active dependency relationships between the supporters and their dependent users’ views that are currently alive over the corporate intranet. To manage both dynamically changing relationships effectively, the framework uses dependency dictionaries maintaining dependency pairs between supporters and authorized users or dependent user views. In terms of change notification mechanism, the framework provides an web-based broadcasting mechanism that allows the web server actively propagate change messages to all dependent user views when a
supporter is changed. By virtue of these mechanisms, all the web-based collaborative workgroup users can have consistent synchronized views of the shared tasks that keep evolving. To present the generality as well as the practicality of the framework, we implemented the prototype of the dynamic web server on a commercial ODBMS called OBJECTSTORE under the Microsoft Windows NT operating system. We used WebSite 1.1 [26] as a web server program and Netscape Navigator 3.0 [19, 23] as a web browser.

Contributions of the research can be summarized as follows. Firstly, the dynamic web server developed on the web-based change management framework provides a generic system platform, which, we believe, would facilitate the development of intranet-based collaborative systems. Specifically, application system development will be made easier since our framework are developed on the basis of an object-oriented database model in which all the core mechanisms including agents, dictionaries, service units, supporters and dependents are designed as self-contained objects, implemented in C++ classes. As seen in the prototypes of concurrent engineering design system and electronic approval system, the collaborative systems adopting the proposed dynamic web server can immediately take advantage of the dynamic dependency management capability as well as real time-based change notification facility so that all collaborating users in the intranet can have synchronized views on the shared tasks. Consequently, the dynamic web server resolves the limitations of the unidirectional communication protocol in existing web technologies and thus makes possible the full-fledged collaboration in the intranet computing environment. Moreover, the embedded support for the user-level security offers a means to make the collaboration system to be well-protected against unauthorized accesses in the intranet.

Second, since software compatibility has been emphasized in designing the dynamic web server, both existing web browsers and servers can be used as collaborative user view tools and servers without any serious modification. This is largely because the proposed dynamic web server consists of three well-defined autonomous modules and adopts an agent approach which can effectively coordinate all the intermediate dependency management and bi-directional
communications between server and collaborative user views.

Third, the dynamic web server brings in various types of transparencies in managing dependency relationship and broadcasting the notification messages. Persistence and concurrence transparency are attained since the ODBMS is used as an underlying system and thus concurrent transient dependent views and persistent shared tasks are seamlessly accommodated on a single formalism. Location transparency is also achieved since dependent web browsers are managed in terms of dependency relationship and are thus kept synchronized wherever they are located in the intranet.

As a future research direction, the dynamic web server has strong potential in various internet application areas, specifically in the electronic commerce area. We think that automated product selection aid or agent-based commerce in the electronic commerce can have more powerful functionality and intelligence if they are integrated with the proposed dynamic web server.
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